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Christmas Day 2013  
John 1.1-14 

 

May I speak in the name of the one God, Father, Son and Holy Spirit. 

 

Congratulations for getting to Christmas. It can seem something like a marathon 

can’t it. I’m sure that is not just a priest’s point of view! So well done for getting here. 

Seriously for those visiting St Paul’s today, well done. I truly hope this is the last year 

we are in this hall. 

 

There is something about this festival, with its proximity to the end of the year, 

which means even as we look ahead to the lazy summer days of idleness; the run up 

to Christmas can seem over packed. It is just jam-packed with activities. 

 

I don’t know about you, but in our household this time of year is when you send 

out letters, cards and emails to friends around the world, and this happens in return, 

so just when you are so busy you get a letter and comments like “Ellen and Jeremy are 

moving home, did you know that” and “Simon is now living in the States.” All this 

news from friends far away, coming just when we are so busy. 

 

Oh who am I kidding? I have to confess I do a really good impression of the Grinch 

at Christmas. And more truly who am I trying to kid? The busyness, the sense of being 

in the wrong place and the news from friends, well none of that could compare with a 

baby being born in Bethlehem in a manger (how dare I complain about this hall), the 

visit of the shepherds and magi (really what am I doing complaining about the timing 

of visits). And there is even darker stuff in the Christmas story.  

 

In a few days’ time the remembrance of the church will turn to what the church 

calls the “flight to Egypt”. That makes it sound like a long needed exotic holiday. The 

truth the bible records is that the young family, Joseph, Mary and the baby Jesus were 

anything but holiday makers: they were refugees. Rather like the 15 million refugees in 

our world (by the way that frightening statistic comes from the UNCHR, which also 

notes that there are 45 million displaced persons in the world, about double the 
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population of Australia). Spare a thought this Christmas for refugees. God we live in a 

messy world, if we would only recognise it. 

 

The Christmas Story is rather messy too, and that is not just the animals in the 

stable. There is something about the Christmas narrative that subverts our best 

attempts to manufacture Christmas. We live in a world of shiny tinsel, this story 

reminds us that the greatest gift was wrapped in swaddling bands and laid in a 

manager of hay. We like to pretend that we live in a world of perfect (I was going to 

say Nigella like) food and entertainment, but what food did Mary have to offer the 

shepherds and the magi? It is a joke to even ask the question! At Christmas we often 

celebrate our security, our achievements of the last year even as we remember a 

somewhat hard pressed family and the upheaval first to Bethlehem and then to Egypt. 

All along this story is like a commentary on our lives. There is something gently 

subversive about the Gospel. 

 

It really is worth thinking about how the festival we celebrate connects with the 

story that underpins it. There are times when I think religion is ridiculous, quite often 

in fact. I hope that does not surprise too many of you (look for a moment at how we 

are dressed here). But the reality at this time of year is that the secular world can 

match the church for ridiculousness and then some, I would say; snowflake 

decorations in Melbourne, enormous inflatable wobbly Santas, anyone! 

 

This world can seem quite mad can’t it? Whether it be the revelations of Edward 

Snowdon to the latest goings on of the Kardashian Clan. Whether it be the grossness 

of the war in Syria to Miley Cyrus twerking her way to fame and loathing. (I am 

delighted that my computer spell checker still stumbles over twerking). The world 

can seem quite a confusing place. 

 

What faith offers, what the Christmas story provides, is a point of perspective. From 

the point of view of a young couple with a baby forced to move and then move again, 

some things become vital and important and others less so. We get a way of seeing 

the world, a worldview. Faith does not set out to give hard fast answers to questions 

we were never asking; a real faith helps us to make meaning in a mad and sometimes 

bad world. 

 

But something else was going on that day, something so ridiculous and so strange 

that I only dare whisper it to you. God actually loves all the craziness, God loves the 

Kardashians, the twerking Miley, the families with the crazy inflatable Santas. God 
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loves the refugee as much as God loves the banker who is making money even as we 

sit here. God loves the frustrated and somewhat desperate priest sat at his computer, 

God loves the head achingly annoying spoilt child, God loves, God loves everyone 

everywhere. God loves us. God loves you. That is the deep meaning of the baby in a 

manger. 

 

That is the real perspective provided by the Christmas Story. It sounds amazing 

now and it was amazing even then.  

 

We sometimes think of that world, the world some two thousand years ago, as 

being one where people believed stupid things. But I suspect that they were harder to 

impress than many of us and this idea that God had become a baby was just as wild 

then as it is now.  

 

The way one writer made sense of it was to talk almost in poetry. “In the beginning 

was the word and the word was with God and the word was God…. And the word 

became flesh and dwelt among us” It is crazy talk! It is the idea that the very principle 

of the universe can be found in a baby born not in a palace, but a stable. We need to 

see the world from the stable doors if we want to see the world as God sees it.  

 

   

 

I came across a rather sad story about a message in a bottle that was placed by the 

edge of glacier in 1959. The story is somewhat sad in that the young geologist died of a 

medical emergency a couple of weeks after placing the message. The story is also 

profound because in 1959 few people thought glaciers were in retreat but the message 

tells whoever finds it to measure the retreat of the glacier. The last sad part of this 

story is that the glacier has retreated hundreds of feet since 1959. Jesus is something of 

a message, not in a bottle but in a manger, telling us to look with care at the world 

around us, to see what has changed, and what we need to attend to. Jesus is a 

manifesto in manger. 

 

When we look back at 2013 I dare say we will remember this year for many things, 

maybe the death of Baroness Thatcher or Nelson Mandela. We might remember the 

appalling unrest and war in Syria, which drags on and on. We might also remember 

this as the year when secrets spilt out. Edward Snowdon the young former CIA 

operative fled from the US back in May and since then revelation after revelation has 
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spilt out. I don’t know whether I should be shocked or reassured that these very 

words that I type are probably being scanned by some algorithm on some computer 

deep in the heart of the US, and also the UK and Australia. One idea that is emerging 

from the debate around these revelations is whether more surveillance might result in 

more control. Maybe more control will mean more safety. But that is not God’s way of 

doing things.  

 

What Christmas reminds us is that the most exciting things, the most world 

changing events take place away from the cameras, the officials, the eyes of the state. 

God’s playground is the world of the everyday and ordinary. 

 

The most exciting place in the world might well be a stable in Palestine, it might 

well be your home. The most exciting place on earth might well be in your heart, 

anywhere where God’s presence is welcomed. God’s love is everywhere for everyone, 

anywhere. 

 

Amen. 

 

Dean John 

St Paul’s Cathedral Bendigo 

25th December, 2013 

 


